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by cee sando

Hot Artist

Nicole Brossard’s body of  work and numerous accolades defi nitely precede her. The 
French-Canadian poet, author, editor, screenwriter, director and publisher has over 30 
books to her name, and has been awarded two Governor General’s Awards for poetry, 
as well as le Prix Athanase-David for Lifetime Achievement and the Canada Council’s 
Molson Prize. Most recently she was named Offi cer of  the Order of  Canada in recognition 
of  her contributions to literature, and is the fi rst North American writer to receive the 
prestigious Prix International de la Littérature Francophone Benjamin Fondane.
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When asked about how it feels to be publicly 
acknowledged for her incredible accomplishments 
Brossard responds simply, “It is for sure pleasant 

and stimulating to see my work recognized, but as I always 
say, at the end of the day literature has to be the real winner 
because it is through literature that the pleasure of words 
and the questioning of reality can intertwine positively with 
the readers’ own narrative. When this happens, it is the most 
gratifying reward for a writer.”

Brossard has often been identifi ed as a lesbian 
feminist poet and novelist, but when asked about 
such labels she calls out the limiting nature of such 
a title and discusses being informed by numerous 
outside factors, language and history. First and 
foremost Brossard is a poet: “It is interesting to 
notice that whenever the feminist or the lesbian 
in me could not fi nd the proper words, the poet 
in me would.” This identity distinction informs 
her work in fundamental ways—Brossard does 
not necessarily write about subject matter that is 
lesbian or feminist, but instead approaches her 
themes from her distinct perspective. 

The Poetry Foundation remarks that 
Brossard’s work “explores feminism, desire, and their 
connection to the structure and fl exibility of language.” 
Explores is a perfect description for the way in which the 
writer considers everyday objects and experiences in new 
and unexpected ways. The beauty of her work is that nothing 
is sacred—the writer leaves no stone unturned. The writer not 
only questions current realities and systems within society, 
she questions the very language, words and punctuation 
she is using to question these realities. She specifi cally calls 
out the French language in the way that it genders all, while 
concurrently rendering the feminine invisible. It is in the 
questioning that we fi nd beauty in Brossad’s work. 

When asked about what feminist consciousness brought 
to her writing, she says, “Suddenly what seems obvious as 
tradition, habits and values becomes twisted, fi ctitious and 
meaning itself seems to shift in another existential spectrum. 
I have written poetry, novels and essays having in mind vital 
questions about the construction of reality and the double 
bind in which most of the women fi nd themselves about 
values in a patriarchal system... I see myself as an explorer 
in language.”

When she felt that there were not enough outlets for 
women to let their voices be heard, Brossard decided to 
found a newspaper specifi cally for feminist voices: Les Têtes 
de Pioche as well as a publishing house L’Intégrale, éditrice. 

Says Brossard, “While Les Têtes de Pioche was created to 
make space for women’s creativity and their version of reality 
(testimony, analysis, thoughts and ideas), the main objective 
for creating L’Intégrale, éditrice, was to publish short radical 
feminist essays that would deal with language, the imaginary 
and the symbolic.”

In her review of Believer, Kate Zambreno describes 
the work as “lyrical descriptions of lesbian desire coupled 

with a continued meditation on language. 
Brossard confl ates writing with lovemaking 
[…] the poems forming a grammar of desire, 
like a diagrammed body.” Brossard’s work 
is just as boundary pushing today as it was 
in the ‘80s when she  wrote fearlessly about 
lesbian desire at a time when such writing was 
deemed controversial. “I have never written 
about lesbian desire and energy with a fear of 
negative consequences. On the contrary, I felt 
that lesbian desire was so powerful, beautiful 
and subversive that it had to be shared as a 
vital dimension of consciousness and in a 
sense of integrity (l’intégrale).” 

So what’s next for this outstanding literary 
talent? Nicole Brossard is currently working on a novel and 
book of poetry concurrently. Of the novel centred around the 
notion of autobiography she says, “My relationship with prose 
is very special. Every fi ve years I indulge in a novel. The need of 
prose wakes up in me and suddenly prose makes its way in my 
thoughts. Writing prose calls for time and duration, while poetry 
is radical present allowing for the encounter of thoughts, images 
and sensations in a few words. Strangely, I am now in both the 
extreme present and the long-term present if I might say.” 

While of the book of poetry she says she is “exploring 
words like crowd, breathing, archives, words which I try 
to displace and reincarnate in the ephemeral and virtual 
environment which are ours.” From all that Brossard has 
already accomplished, one can only imagine what amazing 
work we have yet to encounter from this prolifi c experimental 
writer.  
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